Abstract During the design of ABR tra c management at the ATM Forum, we performed several analyses to ensure that the ABR service will operate e ciently over satellite links. In the cases where the performance was unacceptable, we suggested modi cations to the tra c management speci cations. This paper describes one such issue related to the count o f missing resource management cells Crm parameter of the ABR source behavior. The analysis presented here led to the changes which are now part of the ATM tra c management TM 4.0 speci cation. In particular, the size of the transient bu er exposure TBE parameter was set to 24 bits, and no size was enforced for the Crm parameter. This simple change improved the throughput over OC-3 satellite links from 45 Mbps to 140 Mbps.
Introduction
Satellite communication systems are the means of realizing a worldwide Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network. Satellites play a crucial role in the integration of networks of various types and services, and will potentially be used for a wide range of applications. Satellites will continue to play a n e v er-increasing role in the future of long-range communications 10 . The long propagation delay of the geosynchronous earth orbit GEO satellite links imposes severe demands and constraints on the networking protocols that can beemployed in a satellite network. It is extremely important to verify that networking protocols can operate e ciently on such long-delay links. In this paper, we investigate the operation of the Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM Available Bit Rate ABR service over satellite links. We explore the scalability of the ABR source end system behavior and parameter values to satellite networks, and point out important issues through analysis and simulation results. Asynchronous Transfer Mode ATM is proposed to transport a wide variety of services, such as voice, video and data, in a seamless manner. ATM cells ow along predetermined paths called Virtual Circuits VCs. End systems must set up Constant Bit Rate CBR, Variable Bit Rate VBR, Available Bit Rate ABR or Unspeci ed Bit Rate UBR VCs prior to transmitting information. Data tra c in ATM is expected to be transported by the ABR service. The ATM Forum Tra c Management group has standardized a rate-based ow control model for this class of tra c. The ABR ow control standards specify the behavior of the source and destination end systems, and establish guidelines for the operation of ATM switches. The rules specifying the behavior of the source and destination end systems have undergone major revisions throughout the past two y ears. We have actively participated in that revision process. This paper examines the analysis and results that led to a c hange to source end system rule 6 parameters to allow e cient operation over satellite links. An overview of end system behavior and an explanation of rule 6 are presented next, followed by the analysis of the e ect of rule 6 on satellite networks.
ABR Source End System Behavior
The ABR source end system is allowed to send data at a given rate 
Source Rule 6
In the ATM Forum Tra c Management specications 2 , source end system rule 6 is stated as:
Before sending an in-rate forward RM cell, and after adjusting ACR according to number 5 above, if at least Crm in-rate forward RM cells have been sent since the last backward R M c ell with BN=0 was received, then ACR shall be reduced by at least ACR CDF, unless that reduction would result in a rate below MCR, in which case ACR shall be set to MCR" Basically, the sources keep a count of the RM cells sent, and if no backward RM cells are received for a long time, the sources reduce their rate by a factor of Cuto Decrease Factor CDF" usually in the range of 1 64 to 1. The long time" is de ned as the time to send Crm forward RM cells at the current rate. Here, Crm is a parameter. During connection setup, the sources negotiate several parameters with the network. One such parameter is transient bu er exposure TBE." The name comes from the fact that this parameter determines the exposure of the switch to sudden tra c transients. It determines the the numberofcells that may be received at the switch during initial start up or after any long idle period of time. After TBE cells, the source reduces its input rate as described above. TBE is speci ed in cells while Crm is speci ed in RM cells. Since there is one RM cell per Nrm cells, the relationship between Crm and TBE is as follows:
CrmdTBE=Nrme
The next section explores the operation of source rule 6 and its parameters in more depth.
Operation of Source Rule 6
While source rule 6 was designed to limit the numberofcells lost if any link along the path breaks, it also triggers if the network is highly congested. In particular, it triggers if the rate of backward RM cells returning from the network is less than 1 Crmth of the rate of forward RM cells entering the network. This can beunderstood from gure 1, which illustrates the ow of RM cells in the network. In this case, the inter-forward-RM cell time at the source is 1=R while the inter-backward-RM cell time at the source is 1=r. Source end system Rule 6 will trigger at S if the inter- can unnecessarily trigger and cause oscillations during start up and after idle periods. This can degrade the throughput considerably. In this section, we present simulation results showing the problem then we present analytical arguments and a solution. We simulated several di erent con gurations. However, the problem was common to all con gurations. Therefore, here we present only the simplest con guration consisting of a single VC going through a single satellite link. Figure 3 shows the one source con guration" used to illustrate the problem. Figure 3 : One source con guration.
Simulation Parameters
All the links are OC-3 links operating at a rate of 155.52 Mbps. The link connecting the two switches is a satellite link, while the links connecting the switches to the end systems are each 1 Km long Local Area Network LAN links. The one-way propagation delay of the satellite link is 275 ms, while the propagation delay of each LAN link is 5 microseconds. The tra c is bidirectional, and the sources are persistent sources always have data to send.
The ABR source parameter values are listed in table 1. The switches employ the ERICA switch s c heme 8 . The ERICA algorithm uses two k ey parameters: target utilization and averaging interval length. The algorithm measures the average load and number of active sources over successive intervals and attempts to achieve a link utilization equal to the target. The averaging intervals end either after a speci ed period of time, or after a speci ed numberof cells have been received, whichever happens rst. In the simulations reported here, the target utilization is set at 90, and the averaging interval length is set to the minimum of 30 ABR input cells and 20 microseconds. The small averaging interval value provides the best performance for the in nite tra c case studied here.
System Performance
Before August 1995, Crm was an 8-bit integer with a default value of 32. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of the system with Crm set to 32. Figure 4a shows the allowed cell rate of the source over 1200 ms, and gure 4b shows the number of cells received at the destination during the same period of time.
As seen in gure 4a, the initial rate is 140 Mbps 90 of 155 Mbps. After sending 32 RM cells or CrmNrm = 3232 = 1024 cells, rule 6 triggers and the rate rapidly drops. The rst feedback is received from the network after around 550 ms 275 ms2, because the oneway delay of the satellite link is 275 ms. The network asks the source to go up to 140 Mbps. The source increases its rate but rule 6 triggers again. The rule triggers again because the time between returning RM cells is large they were sent at a low rate. Due to rule 6, the source reduces its rate. This phenomenon of increase and decrease repeats resulting in high-frequency oscillations between very low rates and very high rates. The rapid rate drops occur due to the triggering of source rule 6, while the rate increases occur because the network feedback is consistently at 140 Mbps 90 of 155 Mbps 1 . Figure 4b shows the number of cells received at the destination. From this gure, it is possible to compute instantaneous throughput by computing the slope of the curve. It is also possible to compute average throughput over any interval by dividing the cells received increase in the y-value during that interval by the period of time x-value of the interval. The average throughput during the interval from 275 ms to 825 ms is 32 Mbps and that during the interval from 825 ms to 1200 ms is 45 Mbps. During the rst 550 ms, the source is mostly sending at a very low rate until the rst feedback is received after about 550 ms. The e ect of the receipt of feedback can be observed at the destination after 550+275=825 ms. After the rst feedback is received, the rate oscillations result in reduced throughput. The results do not signi cantly vary for di erent v alues of CDF.
Analysis
The low throughput values in gure 4b are a result of the unnecessary triggering of source rule 6 for small Crm values. Rule 6 limits the number of cells that can be in ight during start up periods. For a Crm value of 256 which was the maximum allowed value when Crm was an 8-bit integer before August 1995, there can be 8192 cells in ight, but this is still insigni cant compared to the number of cells that can be in ight in case of satellite links. Due to the long propagation delay of the satellite links, the round trip time is longer, and hence the number of cells that can be in ight is larger. For full throughput, we need to set the value of Crm such that the numberofcells in ight can be as large as those required to ll the path both ways. This number is equal to the round trip time RTT multiplied by the link rate.
Hence, the number of RM cells in ight Crm should be 1 Nrmth of this value:
Crm RTT Link Bandwidth=Nrm For 155 Mbps links, Crm should be greater than or equal to 6144 550 ms365 cells per ms 32 cells. Figure 5 shows the simulations results for a Crm value of 6144. Observe that the allowed cell rate remains at its optimal value and the throughput is high. For 622 Mbps links, Crm should be greater than or equal to 24576 61444. For two 622 Mbps satellite hops, Crm should be greater than or equal to 49152 245762.
For n 622 Mbps satellite hops, Crm should be greater than or equal to 24576n. These numbers indicate that 8 bits are not sufcient to store the required value of the Crm parameter for long round trip delays or high speeds. For example, 49152 requires 16 bits of storage. This analysis resulted in setting the size of the TBE parameter to 24 bits. Since Nrm is normally 32, a 24-bit TBE allows a 19-bit Crm, which is su cient for most situations. Initially, the speci cation recommended that Crm be stored in an 8-bit register. We succeeded in removing this recommendation. Since Crm is an internal parameter that is not negotiated, there is no need to recommend or enforce any particular size. 
Alternatives
The Crm debate continued at the ATM Forum for at least three successive meetings. Some people argued that a large Crm will require too many bits to store it in the network interface cards NICs. Since a NIC may support several thousand VCs, each extra bit results in several thousand more bits of memory on the board. The problem with this approach is that those NICs that implement short Crm will not be able to e ciently operate over satellite links. If the speci cation recommended an 8-bit Crm register, most NIC vendors will implement only 8-bits and most NICs will not be able to operate e ciently over satellite links. Users of satellite links will have to buy special NICs with larger Crm registers. It is more convenient if the buyers do not have to worry about the links and any user can talk to any other user regardless of the path. This is how it works on the telephone links today. We do not need special phones to connect over satellite paths. We, therefore, argued in favor of removing the 8-bit recommendation.
Conclusions
As a general design principle, abnormal operation should not be handled at extreme cost to normal operation. While we do not want to lose too many cells if the link breaks, we do not want to get 50 throughput if the link is operating normally. In addition to this, if the network is operating optimally, the control scheme should not move it to suboptimal operation. If the source is sending at the optimal rate, its rate should not be changed.
In order for the above principles to be applied in satellite networks, it was necessary to remove the restriction on the size of the Crm ABR source parameter. Both analysis and simulation results con rmed that large values of Crm are necessary for long delay links or high speeds. The motion requesting that Crm is an integer whose size is implementation depen- dent" has been passed by the ATM Forum Trafc Management w orking group, and is included in the current speci cations.
